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In a manâ€™s world, the cigar is one of the things that exemplify class and sophistication. Some would
see a cigar as a status symbol and an item of style. But besides this, most cigar aficionados would
usually buy premium cigars because of the flavor, aroma, and the overall experience one gets.

The best Cuban cigars in the USA are harder to find since you have to know where to get them.
Aside from knowing the source, it is also important to take note of the following factors that should
be considered in order to end up with only the best quality Cuban cigars.

Testing a good Cuban Cigar

Some say cigar preference is subjective, and each one has his or her own inclination to a certain
flavor. Once of the best ways to find out the best cigar is to try them all out to easily pin point which
one is best for you. You can also judge a cigar by simply looking at the box. Premium quality cigars
are sealed and contained in a cedar wooden box. The appearance alone will tell you that this is in
fact a good cigar. The cigars inside the box should also have uniform length. If you try to smell a
premium cigar, it gives of a strong pungent smell, if otherwise then the tobacco you are using is
probably of lower standards.

Cigar Prices

Prices of the best Havana cigars donâ€™t come cheap, so if youâ€™re planning to buy a quality Havana or
Cuban cigar, expect to pay a hefty sum of money. Some say that the most expensive cigars are
also the best ones. This may be true but getting cheaper ones does not mean that you are buying a
bad cigar. There are also cheaper cigars with excellent quality tobacco, but are extremely hard to
find. Since these cigars are imported from Cuba the price could be much more expensive than
buying it in Cuba. If youâ€™re not entirely sure if you want to purchase the entire box, there are a lot of
Cuban cigars sellers that allow clients to buy a single cigar for the main purpose of testing it.

Only buy from established and trusted stores

Lastly, the most important tip to remember is to buy only from the trusted source. Try to research
stores if they have online stores and reviews that can give you an idea of how other customers feel
about a certain establishment. This can give you an idea, whether or not this cigar is worth buying or
not.
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A Cigars of Habanos is leading online cigars store in USA. We offer Cuban cigars USA on very
affordable price. Buy online a target_new reldofollow Cuban cigars USA on very discount price. For
more information visit at cigarsofhabanos.com
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